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On timing of On timing of structuralstructural reforms reforms ……
Agree: issue not settledAgree: issue not settled

Two polarised views:Two polarised views:

1)1) Bad times: backBad times: back--againstagainst--thethe--wall argumentwall argument
2)2) Good times: more resourcesGood times: more resources

EmpiricallyEmpirically::

IMF (2004): IMF (2004): Period of recovery following a period an extended period of Period of recovery following a period an extended period of 
slow growthslow growth butbut LM in LM in goodgood timestimes

IMF (2005): EU LM IMF (2005): EU LM reformsreforms in in badbad timestimes ((reflectsreflects thethe strongstrong status status quoquo))
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On timing of reforms On timing of reforms andand EPL EPL ……
The example of EPL is useful: provides a useful framework for The example of EPL is useful: provides a useful framework for 
analysing public support for reform:analysing public support for reform:

1)1)Exposure effectExposure effect
2)2)IdentifiabilityIdentifiability effecteffect
3)3)Constituency effectConstituency effect

But does not necessarily explains the actual timing of reformsBut does not necessarily explains the actual timing of reforms which which 
might be driven by other factors as well might be driven by other factors as well …… such as political cycle, such as political cycle, 
interactions with other reforms, starting conditions, macroeconointeractions with other reforms, starting conditions, macroeconomic mic 
policiespolicies

…… this is also indicated by the fact that reforms to EPL take usuthis is also indicated by the fact that reforms to EPL take usually ally 
place at the margin of the labour force place at the margin of the labour force ……
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Sequencing, complementarities and Sequencing, complementarities and 
interactionsinteractions

Packages of reforms might take into account synergies among refoPackages of reforms might take into account synergies among reforms rms 
((i.ai.a. PM reforms can drive LM reforms) and might be easier to implem. PM reforms can drive LM reforms) and might be easier to implement ent 
as they spread gains and losses more evenly across population.as they spread gains and losses more evenly across population.
On the other hand, higher complexity which generates uncertaintyOn the other hand, higher complexity which generates uncertainty
concerning their effects and difficulties in explaining the beneconcerning their effects and difficulties in explaining the benefits.fits.

Empirically, packages often include compensatory measuresEmpirically, packages often include compensatory measures

…… economic efficiency vs. political feasibilityeconomic efficiency vs. political feasibility

LM packages: comprehensive approach better for reducing LM packages: comprehensive approach better for reducing 
unemployment (Coe and unemployment (Coe and SnowerSnower, 1997) but politically more difficult to , 1997) but politically more difficult to 
pursuepursue

Therefore, tradeTherefore, trade--offs offs –– EPL vs. UB (e.g. EPL vs. UB (e.g. BoeriBoeri))
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Scope for supranational coordination of Scope for supranational coordination of 
reforms?reforms?

Empirics: EU membership helps (IMF)Empirics: EU membership helps (IMF)

Reasons :Reasons :

1.1. Economic Economic spilloversspillovers, economies of scale, economies of scale
−− More significant in the area of product and capital markets More significant in the area of product and capital markets 

than in labour marketsthan in labour markets
2.2. Learning Learning spilloversspillovers
3.3. Political economy considerationsPolitical economy considerations

−− To overcome domestic policy constrainsTo overcome domestic policy constrains
4.4. But agency problems: political accountability of bureaucratsBut agency problems: political accountability of bureaucrats
5.5. Euro area dimensionEuro area dimension
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Empirical evidenceEmpirical evidence on on determinants of reformsdeterminants of reforms

Other reforms (packages) (+) Other reforms (packages) (+) 
Economic crises (+)Economic crises (+)
Small country (+)Small country (+)
Budgetary position (+)Budgetary position (+)
Fiscal consolidation (Fiscal consolidation (--) ) 
(marginally significant)(marginally significant)
Being a large country with Being a large country with 
independent MP (+) (when EPL independent MP (+) (when EPL 
out)out)

Previous LM reforms (+)Previous LM reforms (+)
Share of seniors (Share of seniors (--))
SpillSpill--oversovers (+)(+)
Economic crises (+)Economic crises (+)
Openness to trade (+)Openness to trade (+)
Budgetary position (+)Budgetary position (+)
Conservative government (+)Conservative government (+)
Union density (+)Union density (+)
ERM (ERM (--))

InitialInitial structuralstructural conditionsconditions ((--))
Share of seniors (Share of seniors (--))
SpillSpill--oversovers (+)(+)
Economic crises (Economic crises (--))
Openness to trade (+)Openness to trade (+)
Budgetary position (+)Budgetary position (+)
Fiscal consolidation (Fiscal consolidation (--))
MajoritarianMajoritarian electoral rule (+)electoral rule (+)
Conservative government (+)Conservative government (+)
Size of government majority (+)Size of government majority (+)
Other reforms (+)Other reforms (+)
EU membership (+)EU membership (+)

Duval and Duval and ElmeskovElmeskov (2005)(2005)
EffectEffect on on bigbig reformsreforms in LM in LM 
andand PMPM

IMF (2005)IMF (2005)
EffectEffect on on reformsreforms in EU LMin EU LM

IMF (2004)IMF (2004)
EffectEffect on on reformsreforms in LMin LM
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